PRODUCT SHEET
C2S
Manufactured at Lewiston, ID
Borrowed from the Italian word meaning “repeat, do again”, the name Ancora reflects the side-to-side equality of this superior C2S sheet.
Featuring printer-specified shade and brightness balance, Ancora offers consistent color reproduction and superb ink holdout allowing you
to achieve a brilliant spectrum of rich, bold hues. Ancora is designed with a silky, yet crisp finish that pops your graphics making it the ideal
choice for:
High Profile Brochures
Report Covers

Presentation Folders
Point-of Purchase Displays

Direct Mail
High-End Advertising

In addition, Ancora is a paperboard engineered with the strength and surface properties that support a myriad of converting techniques,
including scoring, folding, embossing, foil stamping, laminating, perforating and die-cutting.
Produced at 90 GE Brightness, Ancora is specifically engineered to meet the printer’s desire for color stability and consistency, achieving
this without using optical brightening agents (OBA). The optical characteristics of Ancora are not subject to the higher degrees of reversion
encountered with other paperboards. Not only is this important on press but also in maintaining the visual integrity critical throughout the
entire lifecycle of the finished product. In addition to shade and brightness benefits, Ancora can be used without concern for food contact
compliance issues related to OBA. Ancora is the clear choice for consistency in high-quality C2S paperboard performance.
When you choose Clearwater Paper, you’re partnering with a company that’s committed to our environment and sustained, healthy forests.
Our Ancora product carries the FSC certification on its label.

Offered in 9-24 pt. with readily available stock and convenient ordering options, Ancora makes quality paperboard procurement easy. And,
of course, with Clearwater Paper you know that every job is backed by our world class service and assurance, guaranteeing your
satisfaction. Our highly-regarded Converting Solutions Team consists of professionals dedicated to help you achieve press room
excellence, and our TechDirect program offers 24/7 assistance.

